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A theory of the bound states of a nonlocal separable potential is developed using the exact ex
pression for the partial amplitudes of the S matrix. It is shown that the number of bound states 
does not exceed the number of "attractive" terms in the potential function, and that the energy 
levels depend monotonically on the common coupling constant and on the partial coupling con
stants characterizing each interaction term. The number of bound states and the position of the 
lowest energy level are estimated. 

IN a previous paper, [ u an exact expression for 
the partial amplitudes of the S matrix was obtained 
for the nonrelativistic scattering from a nonlocal 
separable potential proposed by Yamaguchi, [ 21 and 
its analytic structure in the k plane was investi
gated. It was shown, in particular, that besides the 
poles corresponding to bound states, other singu
larities are possible in the upper half-plane, which 
give rise to cuts along the lines Re K = const; the 
poles lie along the positive imaginary axis, as is 
to be expected. The aim of the present paper is to 
present a detailed analysis of the bound states, to 
obtain their possible number for a given interac
tion and to determine the characteristics of the 
energy levels. 

We shall follow the notation of the previous 
paper; [ 11 the number of terms in the sum over j 
in the Schrodinger equation 

oo N 1 

-- (~ + k 2)'¢ (r) = ~ ~ ~/fil(r) ~ fil* (r') '¢ (r')Pz ( r~) dr' 
l=O i=1 rr (1) 

will be called the order of the nonlocal separable 
potential. The functions fj(r) are assumed to be 
linearly independent (if there is linear dependence, 
the corresponding terms must be reduced). The 
function rfj (r) is absolutely integrable for 
r ~ y > 0, with a possible singularity of the type 

O(r'M~'), 11 > 0 

at r = 0. 
The bound states are connected with the zeroes 

of the determinant 

Dz(k) = detN [1\ii- ad(k)]; (2) 

a··z k - ~ 'f Bil*(q)B/(q) . 
' 1 ( ) - 2l + 1 J n2 - k2 dq' 

-00 

(3) 
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00 

B/(k) = (- i)l S kf}(r)r2jz(kr)dr. 
0 

As already mentioned, all zeroes of Dz(k) lie on 
the imaginary half-axis k = ip (p > 0). 

We shall investigate the equation 

(4) 

[ 4~/* ~eo RP(q)B/(q) . J 
detN M··--- -----dq =0 

l} 2l + 1 p2 + q2 ' 
(5) 

-oo 

whose solutions for A. = 1 describe the bound 
states. We note that A - 1 is proportional to the 
strength of the interaction: if we replace every
where f.z(r) by A - 112 f~(r), we obtain (5) from (2). 

EquatioJ ( 5) is the cha1acteristic equation for the 
matrix. 

T=(a .. 1 (k))=(_j.~/ 'f B/*(q)B/(q) dq). (6) 
l} \ 2l + 1 J p2 + q2 

-oo 

First we consider the case where all f3J = j3 and 
thus all have the same sign, i.e., the interaction 
gives pure attraction or pure repulsion. Then the 
matrix (6) is hermitian, and from its elements one 
can construct the quadratic form 

(7) 

which has a definite sign identical with that of j3. 
It follows that all N solutions A n(p2), n = 1, 2, ... , 
N, of (5) are positive for j3 = 1 and negative for 
j3 = -1. We are, of course, only interested in the 
positive solutions. Here (fJ = 1, attraction) 
QT(x,x; p2) decreases monotonically as p2 in
creases: 
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Let A1 ~ Az ~ ... ~AN be the canonical coeffi
cients of the quadratic form QT(x,x; p2). They are 
simultaneously the eigenvalues of the matrix T 
and the solutions of (5). The latter is an algebraic 
equation with continuous functions as coefficients, 
so that all A n<P2) are also continuous. By the the
orem on the coefficients of congruent quadratic 
forms[ 3J we have 

A.n(p2) > A.n(p'2), n = 1, 2, ... , N. 

Going to the limit p'- p, we obtain 

dl..n/dp2 < 0. (8) 

Eq. (7) immediately leads to 

lim QT(x, x; p2 ) = 0 
pz-roo 

and hence the limit 

-al,M 

lim lv(p2) = 0 
pz-+ .. oo 

(9) 

also exists. 
Let us show that relations equivalent to (8) and 

(9) are valid for any choice of 13C For conven
ience, we number the f f in the following way: the 
first M numbers are assigned to the terms with 
positive sign (J3j = 1), and the following numbers 

correspond to J3j = -1. We also change the no
tation somewhat: 

lllii, i, j < M 
a;/(k)= b;;, M<i,j<N. 

Cij in the intermediate regions. (10) 

The equation Dz(ip) = 0 is now written in the form 

c1, M+1 c1,N 

1-aM,M CM, M+l CM,N =0 
(11) 

jE-Tj= 
-CM+l, M 1 + bM+l, M+1 bM+l, N 

-CN,M bN, M+1 1+bN,N 

( E is the unit matrix). 
First of all we note that detN _ M[ oij + bij] is a 

positive definite quantity. Indeed, every determi
nant of the form (5) can be written as a polynomial 

N 

.L; (- J...)N-mAm(P2); (12) 
m=O 

where Am (p2) is the sum of all principal minors 
Mm of order m of the matrix T. For /3~ = j3 the 
minors Mm have the same sign as jJm: 

M - (~)m d . [~ e;:(q)Bit~d J 
m - 21 + 1 etm - ~ p2 + q2 q . 

-00 

(13) 

The determinant on the right-hand side of (13) is a 
Gram determinant and, hence, positive. From this 
follows that 

( 14) 

since IBI can be written in the form (12) for A= 1 
and j3 = -1. 

The fact that I B I is positive can also be estab
lished in another way. We can always construct 

functions ai(q,p) such that 

b··+b··= f cr;(q,p)cr;"(q,p) dq. 
t] t] J 2 ...L 2 

-oo p I q 
(15) 

Then I B I is a Gram determinant. The functions 
ai can be constructed in the following way. Ex
pression (4) shows that all functions Bj(q) have a 
definite parity which is identical for functions with 
the same l. Let us choose an orthogonal system 
of functions uj(q,p) which are normalized with 

weight (p2 + q2) -i and have the opposite parity of 
Bl (q). Then one easily sees that 

a;(q,p) = B/(q)'+ u;(q,p) (16) 

satisfies ( 15). 
In studying the roots of ( 11) one cannot go 

directly to the investigation of the form corre
sponding to the matrix T, since it is not hermitian. 
In order to amend this, we multiply each of the 
last N-M columns of the determinant ( 11) by -1 
and consider the equation 

••• -cl,N 

jf...'E-T'i = -aM, I f..'-aM, M -CM, M+l (17) 
- CM+l, 1 . -CM+l,M f..'-2-bM+l,M+I. 

••• f...'-2-bN,N 
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whose solutions coincide for A.' = 1 with the solu
tions of (11) and, hence, describe the bound states; 
but A.' no longer has the meaning of an inverse 
coupling constant. 

The matrix T' is hermitian, and the quadratic 
form corresponding to it has the form 

4""N 2d N 

QT'(x, x; p2) = 2z + 1tl ';~IB;l(q)x;\ pz! q2 + 2 n~H}xnl2. 
(18) 

From this we easily obtain (8). In the following, 
however, we shall almost never consider T' and 
the quadratic form QT'· Instead, we shall obtain 
another matrix in which the attractive part of the 
interaction is explicitly separated. 

Assuming first that N- M:::: 2, we multiply (11) 
by I B I M-t and, using the Sylvester identity for 
determinants, [ 4 J obtain 

can also easily be reduced to the form of a Gram 
determinant. By the generalized Hadamard in
equality for positive definite matrices[ 5J we then 
obtain an estimate for hii: 

(24) 

After these remarks, we shall, as before, con
sider the equation 

whose solutions for A. = 1 will give the bound 
states. Let us write the quadratic form corre
sponding to the matrix H: 

:p YM+l 

B 

M 1 y~Vl+1 
Q Ii = .2} h;jXiXj. = -1 B I 

i, j=l 

Y:v 

(25) 

(26) 

(19) Here 

where 

a· . 
'· l 

CM-11, j 

Ci, ]f+l 

1 + bM+l, M+l . (20) 

The matrix H = (hij) will play the role of T for a 
purely attractive interaction. Equations (19) and 
(20) are also true for N - M = 1. This is easily 
seen by extracting the N-th row and column of (11) 
in the usual procedure for lowering the order of a 
determinant. 

We note that on the imaginary axis k = ip 

(21) 

which follows from the Schwarz inequality. The 
same inequality for hij is obtained from the Syl
vester identity: 

a·. ), t 

a;, i C;, M+I 

aj, j Cj, M+l Cj, N 
CM+I, j :- -~--- ----·-- -----

1 

~ B 

oo M 
~ I 12 dq P = .\ ~ B·1(q)x· 

.(_J l .11 ~· 
i=l p ' q 

With the help of the generalized Hadamard in
equality we obtain at once 

QH::::;;P. (27) 

The quadratic form QH is positive definite just 
like the determinant (23). It follows that all M so
lutions "An(p2) of (25) are positive and we find from 
(27) 

limQH(x,x;p2)=0. (28) 
p2-+oo 

Let us now show that QH(x,x; p2) is a monotoni
cally decreasing function of p2, which will then 
constitute the proof of (8). After some transforma
tions we find 

IBI2dQ __ ~ dq U( x)· d2- J ( 2 + 2)2 p, q, ' p -00 p q 
(29) 

M 2 

(22) U(p, q, x) = IBI21 '2;B/(q)xi I 
for the second determinant on the left-hand side of 
(22) is positive since it can be written as a Gram 
determinant with the help of (16). 

The determinant 

a· . 
'· ' Ci, N 

!---~--------~~ 

(23) ' I 
B 

i='l 

N M 

- 2IBIRe{ ~ Bm,Bn 1*Yn: ~ B/xi} 
11,m=M+I j=l 

+ ~ ~Ynfm"BnmB}*Bt1Bst 
n,m s,t 

(30) 
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where Bnm• Bnmst are the cofactors of the deter
minant I B 1. Let us again use the Sylvester iden
tity in its simplest form 

IBIBnmst = BnmBst- BntBsm• (31) 

As a result 

M 2 

U(q,p,x)= liB! ~B/xi- ~Bn1YmBnml (32) 
j=1 n,1n 

and hence, 

dQ I dp2 < o. (33) 

Let us introduce the common coupling constant 
p for all functions fj(r). For pure attraction we 
obtain at once from (7) ({3 = 1) 

fJQr 
Pap-=Qr>O; 

f)'). 

ap > o. 

For mixed forces, (18) allows us to write 

oQr, 
-->0 ap , 

()')..' 
->0 ap . 

Let E = p2 be the energy of the bound state 
A.(E, p) = 1. Then 

~ = - o'A/ fl'A > o. 
ap ap ae 

(34) 

( 35) 

( 36) 

The energy levels increase monotonically with in
creasing coupling constant. An illustration of the 
dependence of the solutions of the equation ( 5) on 
p2 shows N curves which approach zero mono
tonically (see the figure). Each curve can inter
sect the line A. = 1 only once, so that for a purely 
attractive nonlocal potential of order N there are 
no more than N bound states. 

For mixed forces, Eq. (25) yields only M 
curves 7lj(p2), where by (33) and (28), 

8').· 
_t < 0, lim 'A; = 0 
f)p2 p'..,.oo 

no more than M bound states can exist. Thus the 
number of bound states of a nonlocal separable po
tential cannot exceed the number of "positive" 
terms in the sum ( 1). 

Using the !mown properties of eigenvalues and 
the inequality (24), we find 

M M M 

~~ f..;(p2) = SpH = ~ hii ~~a;; 
i=i i=1 i::::--=1 

(37) 

The equality sign applies only when M = N. Ex
pression (37) allows one at once to obtain a crude 
estimate of the number of bound states (in addition 
to the relation n :s M already found): 

4 00 00 

= __ :n:_l \ FZ(r)FZ*(r')rl+2r'1- 1drdr' 
(2l + 1) 2 ~ ~ < > 

4 00 2 

< :n: / \ r'f,FZ(r)dr I 
(2Z+ 1) 2 ~ ' 

M 

F1(r) = ~ j;l(r). ( 38) 
i=1 

Moreover, (37) leads to an estimate of the en
ergy Eo = p~ of the lowest bound state with the help 
of the equation 

M oo M 
'V 2 • (' I "1,.1 l \2 dq - 2[ + I 
LJ 'A;(p0 ) = 1, 1.e. .) LJ B; (IJ) -+ 2 --4-- · 
i=l ~co i=l 80 IJ ( 39) 

We note that the estimate (38) is valid only if a 
stronger restriction is imposed on the tail of the 
function fj(r), viz., 

f .l = 0 (r'i•). 
J r-+oo 

We can further determine the type of motion of 
the energy levels of the bound states as the cou
pling constants of the different interaction terms 
for example, pj_ and p j are varied (the upper in
dices indicate whether they belong to the attractive 
or repulsive parts of the interaction). We show 
that the following inequalities hold for all levels: 

08 08 
,.--+~0, ~~0. 
up; upj 

(40) 

To find the bound states we must solve the equa
tion 

IE-HI= 

1- hl,l -hl,'l. -hl,3 -ht,M 
-h2,1 1- h2,2 -h2,3 -h2,M 
-ha,I -ha,2 1-ha,a -hs,M =0, 

-hM,l -hM,2 -hM,a ··· 1-hM,lYI 
(41) 
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which reduces to the following form by an identity 
transformation: 

IE-H'/ 

h1, M 

-h2, M 

hl,2 

1- h2,2 

-h3,2 -ha,M = 0. 

-hM, 3 ••• 1-hM,M 

From the matrices H and H' we construct the 
quadratic forms QH and Qw [cf. (26)]: 

M M M 

+ s hi!XiXi• + ~ h1jX1X/ + ~ h;jX;X/, 

i=2 j=2 ij=2 

M M M 

- ~ h;1X;x1•- ~ hjjX1X/ + ~ h;jX;X/. 

i=2 j=2 i,j=2 

( 42) 

( 43) 

(44) 

Since both quadratic forms are positive definite, 
they can be reduced simultaneously to canonical 
form and hence, will simultaneously assume their 
extremal values. Let us introduce the vector { x0 } 

such that 

QH(XO, xO) = A;(p2), QH'(xO, xO) = A;'(p2). 

If we consider an eigenvalue Ai such that ::\i(O) 
> 1, we will have Ai(p2) = 1 for some value of the 
argument p2• Evidently Ai'(p2) is also equal to 
unity for the same value of the argument, for ::\i (p2) 

= 1 means that ( 41) is an identity for this value of 
p2, and (42) becomes an identity together with (41). 
Thus 

i.e.' 
M M 

~ h1ix1°xr + ~ hiix;0x1°• = 0. (45) 
i=2 i=2 

Introducing the coupling constant Pt for f/ (r), we 
obtain from ( 43) 

Let us take the vector { x0 } as the argument of 
QH. Then we find from (45) and (46) 

8'A; 
Pl+-8 +=hu/xd 2 ;;:,0. (47) 

PI 

The same result can also be obtained for any 
pj(j = 1, 2, ... , M). 

The derivative with respect to PN can be ob
tained by taking the derivative of (25). After some 
transformations using (31) we have 

y M+l 

1 + bM+l, M+l 

Equations (47) and (48) together with (36) yield 

<O. 
( 48) 

( 40). This result allows us to investigate the ap
pearance of new levels and the motion of the old 
ones. 

For a given nonlocal separable potential of 
order N with M attractive terms there are 
nz :s M bound states. Let us add still another 
term (with {3 = 1) and let us raise the value of its 
coupling constant p + from zero. All levels of the 
system begin to drop monotonically, and as p + is 
increased, new bound states will appear (if nz < M); 
in the limit, the number of bound states will reach 
M + 1. Increasing the partial coupling constants 
p- will raise the energy levels, and the problem 
whether the system may in the end have no bound 
states at all, requires further investigations. 

Our results show that a nonlocal separable po
tential may be very convenient for many practical 
calculations. If the forces acting in the system are 
not sufficiently known, as is the case in the theory 
of the nucleus, it is most reasonable to test models 
which lead to a closed solution of the problem, and 
the nonlocal separable potential is just such a 
model. This applies in particular to systems with 
a limited and known number of bound states. Our 
model is the simpler for calculations, the less 
levels there are in the system; the position of the 
levels is determined by an algebraic equation. 
Here the results of Yamaguchi[SJ deserve atten
tion, where the model of a nonlocal separable po
tential was successfully applied to the study of a 
single-level system, the deuteron. This leads us 
to hope for good results also in the case of more 
complicated systems. 

In the course of this investigation I received 
invaluable help from Yu. V. Tsekhmistrenko, to 
whom I express my sincere gratitude. 
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